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Editorial
Dear reader,
This fourth edition of the SPEED-5G newsletter covers our numerous dissemination activities at
events, where visitors had the chance to get first-hand insights on our results through
demonstrations and presentations.
The major event for our project in the second quarter of 2017 was the EuCNC in Oulu. The report
in this edition summarises our activities in the exhibition and conference of EuCNC. Further events
covered in this edition are the CEPT PT1 meeting in Berlin, the ICC 2017 in Paris, and the joint
5G-PPP event in Turin.
In addition, this newsletter also features our latest deliverable on the SPEED-5G testbed
architecture and setup (D6.1).
We hope you find the information in our newsletter informative, and we look forward to any
questions or comments you may have. The next newsletter edition will be published in December
2017.
Kind regards,
The SPEED-5G consortium

Events

Strong SPEED-5G
presence at
EuCNC 2017 in
Oulu
About 600 participants from 32
countries attended the 26th edition of
the European Conference on
Networks and Communications –
EuCNC 2017, which took place in
Oulu, Finland, on 12 to 15 June 2017.
In the exhibition they had the choice
between 40 booths. One of them was
the SPEED-5G booth, which
attracted considerable interest. SPEED-5G booth The SPEED-5G booth had …
Read more.

SPEED-5G at joint
5G-PPP event in
Turin
SPEED-5G was present at a joint 5GPPP event, which was co-organised
by the Flex5Gware project, colocated with the CLEEN 2017
workshop at the Telecom Italia Labs
in Turin on 21-22 June 2017. The
event attracted an audience of about
50 experts from the 5G PPP
community. At the 5G Focus Day on 21 June, Vassilis Foteinos from WINGS ICT Solutions …
Read more.

SPEED-5G partner
Intracom Telecom
at ICC 2017 in
Paris
SPEED-5G partner Intracom Telecom
participated in the IEEE International
Conference on Communications
(ICC), which took place in Paris, France, from 21 to 25 May 2017, as a bronze sponsor. At the
event, Mr. Dimitrios Kritharidis and Dr. Konstantinos Katsaros presented Intracom Telecom's
research portfolio on 5G network technologies, advanced wireless infrastructure, network
management, and IoT to the international industrial and …
Read more.

SPEED-5G at
CEPT PT1
meeting in Berlin
The SPEED-5G project was
presented at the European
Conference of Postal and
Telecommunications Administrations
(CEPT) meeting ECC PT1/2017/ECC
PT1#55, which was held on 24-28
April 2017 at the German Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure (Bundesministerium für
Verkehr und digital Infrastruktur BMVI - http://www.bmvi.de/ ) in Berlin. On 27 April, Klaus
Moessner from the University of Surrey presented the scope …
Read more.

Publications
SPEED-5G makes
important step
toward proof of
concepts
SPEED-5G has made an important
step towards demonstration of project innovations through the implementation of proof of concepts
(PoC) by defining a number of demonstrators in a new project deliverable. The PoCs aim to
implement and validate key technical components developed within the project. The
demonstrations aim at showcasing feasibility and the added values of the different components of
the …
Read more.
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